**WE ARE**

**thirst PROJECT**

The world's largest YOUTH water organization

**OUR MISSION**

We exist to educate students about the water crisis and mobilize them to fundraise for global water projects

---

**WHY WATER?**

- **600 MILLION PEOPLE** lack access to clean water
- **ALMOST 1000 CHILDREN** die from diarrhea alone every day
- **$25** gives one person access to safe, clean water FOR LIFE

---

**WHY US?**

- We truly believe in the POWER OF YOUTH. We mentor, resource, and guide students to become true agents for social change.
- **100% of ALL public donations** go straight to water projects!

---

**OUR SCHOOL TOUR**

- We launch our epic national school tour every semester to educate young people about the water crisis & help them plan fundraisers for global water crisis
- The global water crisis is a heartbreaking issue, but doing something about it doesn’t have to be. We believe in making social change fun.

---

**OUR IMPACT SO FAR**

- Provided safe, clean drinking water to over 400,000 through over 3000 water projects in 13 different countries
- Educated over 500,000 students about the water crisis
- Presented the global water crisis to over 1000 different campuses
- Raised over **$10 million dollars** for safe, clean water

---

**WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING**

"Thirst Project is an eye-opening venture into the world of communities struggling with access to clean water. It is informing AND inspiring as it shows how small grassroots efforts led by youth can have a profound impact on critical issues in the world."

- **MICHELLE VECCHIO-WEINMEISTER, TEACHER**
  Clarke Middle School

"It was great! The children were captivated by the video and loved the opportunity to hold a water jug. They were empathetic to the people in the video and really wanted to help them get clean water. The students raved about the presentation when they left!"

- **JENNIFER JOHNSON, TEACHER**
  Charleston Collegiate

---

**PRESENTATION RATINGS**

- **99% WOULD RECOMMEND OUR PRESENTATION TO OTHER EDUCATORS**
  - **4.85/5 ★★★★★**
  Pre-sentation rating from educators in terms of how educational and enjoyable

- **4.93/5 ★★★★★**
  Educators overall experience

---

**WATER IS A HUMAN RIGHT. JOIN THE FIGHT.**

BOOK YOUR PRESENTATION TODAY!

[thirstproject.org/schools](http://thirstproject.org/schools)